
Buckminsterfullerene short name BuckyBalls (Buckminster Fuller) is a type of fullerene with the formula 
C60  that resembles a soccer ball, made of twenty hexagons and twelve pentagons, with a carbon atom which has 
one π bond and two single bonds at each vertex of each polygon and a bond along each polygon edge.          
Scientists discovered that Shungite receives its healing power from one of its elements, fullerenes, a crystalline 
form of carbon. Carbon is an important constituent of living beings. Along with Nitrogen and oxygen, carbon is 
one of the essential building blocks of organic life. Carbon forms about 18% of the human body. They are       
believed to be THE MOST POWERFUL ANTIOXIDANTS that shield cells from the affect of free radicals. 
 
Electromagnetic Fields/Radio Frequencies (Using Elite/Noble/Silver Shungite 98% Carbon) 
 Russian scientists confirm that, in addition to being a natural antioxidant, it can improve immune system  

function. It also actively interacts with various electromagnetic fields (EMFs, RF, anthropogenic                 
high-frequency, solar, geopathogenic, biofields) and neutralizes their negative impact. It reduces the form 
and effect of electromagnetic emissions, counteracting the harmful effects of electromagnetic fields and    
radiation from computers, cell phones, Wi-Fi, and other electronic devices and appliances. 

 According to scientific research, it attenuates electromagnetic emissions providing protection from harmful 
electromagnetic radiation. Shungite appears to transform harmful man-made EMFs into wave forms that are 
more compatible with our biology. And it does it not by eliminating, but by changing the properties of harmful 
radiation.  

 Research shows, this mineral modifies harmful influence of electromagnetic radiation much better than other 
stones because it does not become saturated and does not take on a negative charge.  

 
Water - Type II (Because Elite/Noble/Silver Shungite splinters we do not recommend in drinking water) 
 Russian scientific research also shows that because of Shungite’s unique structure, it grabs onto many     

different things including chemicals, volatile organic compounds, drugs, chlorine, fluoride, and radioactive 
particles. It also kills a wide variety of bacteria, viruses, phages and other pathogens. 

 Shungite, considered to carry the Yin energy, provides powerful grounding stimulation to the lower parts of 
the body, including 3 lower Chakras. Try some in your next bath. 

 A Healing tool used in energy work, reflexology, massage, and acupressure, as well as for meditating and    
directing energy to assist in restoring balance, stop inflammation, diminish pain and reduce fatigue. 

 It is proven now that Shungite can neutralize a significant number of toxins because it holds a massive   
quantity of hydrogen, making it very effective for water purification. 

 Carbon's naturally porous structure - that result in extremely high filtering capacity. 
 “Shungite is an effective sorbent for removal of organic and inorganic substances, pathogenic bacteria and 

heavy metals from contaminated water. Plainly speaking, it kills pathogenic bacteria, and purifies water. 
 Numerous studies confirm that adding Shungite fills water with oxygen, calcium, magnesium and other      

essential mineral components, while killing bacteria, and removing pesticides, chlorine, and heavy            
metals.  Bad taste and odors disappear too! 

 Another good reason to drink Shungite water is because it contains natural antioxidants that neutralize free 
radicals, which makes it beneficial to our cells and tissues.  It is totally safe to put Shungite directly in your 
glass, or carry in your water bottle. Don’t forget your animals or wildlife's water bowl!  

 Other areas that benefit from Shungite is in your well water, pond, fish tank, garden, plants and beehives! 
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